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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) which 

has the role of replacing liquid electrolyte in the battery system to reduce leakage. Evaluation of 
electrochemical SPE consisted of mixture lithium salt, solid plasticizer, and polymer precursor with different 
ratio. Impedance spectroscopy was used to investigate ionic conduction and dielectric response lithium 

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfony imide (LiTFSI) salt, and additive succinonitrile (SCN) plasticizer. The result 
showing enhanced high ionic conductivity. In half-cell configurations, wide electrochemical stability 
window of the SPE has been tested. The great potential of SPE for applications in lithium-ion batteries can 

be seen from the ability of window stability at room temperature. Additive SCN contributes to forming pores 
that make it easier for the Li-ion to move from the anode to the cathode and vice versa for better perform 

SPE. Pore of SPE has been characterization with FE-SEM. Additive 50% w.t SCN shows the best ionic 
conductivity with 4.2 volt wide stability window and pretty much invisible pores. 
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Introduction 

Electrolytes serve as a medium for carrying lithium ions from the anode to the cathode and preferably, 

therefore electrolytes must have good ionic conductivity[1]. Electrolyte solutions used in commercial lithium 

batteries are made from electrolyte salts dissolved in organic solvents such as Lithium hexafluorophosphate 

(LiPF6) salt dissolved in organic [2]. The weakness of liquid electrolytes is the potential for leakage of 

flammable fluids if exposed to free air and its toxic nature so it is not environmentally friendly. Another 

disadvantage is that it is corrosive to the electrode so that it can slowly damage overall battery performance 

and reduce battery life[3]. As an alternative to liquid electrolytes, electrolyte membranes are developed 

which do not involve organic solvents. Membrane electrolytes use electrolyte salts as ion carrying phases 

which are dispersed in a polymer matrix[4]. As the end result is a polymer membrane with conductive ionic 

properties that deliver lithium ions from the anode to the cathode and vice versa in the charging and 

discharging process. lithium batteries that apply electrolyte polymer membranes as ionic conductors have 

more guaranteed safety and structures that can be made thinner and more flexible [5]. 

LiTFSI (Lithium bis-trifluoromethanesulfonimide) is a hydrophilic salt that is commonly used as a 

source of Li-Ion in electrolytes for lithium ion batteries (LIB) as one of the better alternatives to lithium 

hexafluorophosphate commonly used [6], because it can increase chemical stability and thermals for 

electrolytes [7]. LiTFSI in EC / DMC is more ionic than LiPF6 in the same binary solvent and shows that 

LiTFSI in EC / DMC is a promising electrolyte salt for hybrid supercapacitors [8]. Succinonitrile (SCN) has 

been used as a functional additive to improve electrochemical performance of 1 M LiPF6 / EC / DEC (1: 

1, volume) for high voltage LIB (cathode: Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2, anode : Li) [9]. Therefore, it is imperative to 

develop new SPE with additive SCN to get large pore size, high porosity and high ionic conductivity for 

secondary Li-ion battery application on the high voltage. 
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Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Material electrolyte salt lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfony imide (LiTFSI) from Sigma Aldrich. 0.5 M 

LiTFSi salt was dissolved in the EC: EMC (3:7) purchased from Merck with purity > 98% as the activator 

it,s considered. Pellets Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVdF HFP, Sigma Aldrich) with 

a molecular weight >180 andvpurity > 98% as polymer matrixes. N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAC purity 

> 99%, Merck) wich its considered as solvent.

Methods 

Synthesis 

In preparing the SPE, firstly dispersion of SCN in the salt solution, next polymer materials were dissolved 

in DMAC using magnetic stirrer on a hot plate 60 oC, 60 rpm for 10 hours. To fabricate a solvent-casting 

type plate by the solvent-casting method. 

Characterization 

Electrochemical  Impedance  Spectroscopy. Electrochemical  Impedance  Spectroscopy  (EIS)  is a  powerful 

tool to study the complex electrochemical processes at electrodes and interface of solid polymer electrolyte 

sample. EIS EIS (Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy) to determine the value of impedance or 

resistance of a sample, this impedance value will be used to calculate the amount of ion conductivity that a 

sheet has based on its surface area, thickness and particle distribution. The  EIS  analysis can qualitatively 

determine the information such as electronic/ionic conduction in electrode/electrolyte, charge transfer 

kinetics at the interface, the interfacial charging effect at the surface films or the interfacial double layer. The 

EIS was widely  applied on electrochemistry studies of lithium-ion batteries. To characterize the ionic 

conductivity and the interfacial resistance of electrolyte by EIS, first, a testing cell for the ionic conductivity 

measurement was designed and assembled. The analysis of impedance spectra is performed in terms of 

Nyquist plots where the imaginary part of the impedance is plotted as a function of the real part over a wide 

range of frequencies, for example, a frequency from 0.1 Hz-1 MHz at the AC voltage of 10 mV. 

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) is a voltammetry method where the current at the working electrode is 

measured while the potential between the reference work electrode is swept linearly in time [10]. In LSV, 

scanning is performed from a lower potential limit to a higher one. The characteristics of LSV depend on 

the rate of electron transfer reactions, chemical reactivity of electroactive species and potential scanning rates 

[11]. 

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy. The morphological features of the prepared membranes were 

examined using the Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy JEOL. low acceleration voltage of 3kV 

and probe current 6 was used, to preserve sharpness, focus and to avoid sample damage. 

Results and Discussion 

The addition of succinonitrile can increase the ion conductivity, where SCN will decrease the crystallinity 

of the polymer matrix so that it is more plastic and helps to separate lithium ions from their salts, increase 
ion mobility, and produce high ionic conductivity [12]. The addition of SCN to the electrolyte shows high 

ambient conductivity, provided that the mixing process occurs homogeneously. at the addition of 40% SCN 
it appears ion mobility is inhibited so that the ionic conductivity value is low, this is explained in more detail 
in the SPE morphology. High ionic conductivity in 50% SCN will facilitate the electrochemical process in 

batteries, especially in the intercalation process of Lithium-ion distribution [13]. Table 1 describes value ionic 
conductivity of  Solid Polymer Electrolyte. 
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Table 1. The ionic conductivity of  Solid Polymer Electrolyte 

Sample SCN(Additive) Ionic conductivity (σ) (S.cm-1) 

a 0 % 4,74 x 10-4 

b 40 % 7,88 x 10-5 

c 50 % 5,47 x 10-4 

Figure 1. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) (a) current changes with variation in voltage SCN0%, (b) SCN40%,  

(c) SCN50%.

a b 

c 
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Figure 1. shows that succinonitrile (SCN) as a functional additive to improve thermal stability and 
expand the electrochemical window of electrolyte oxidation. inhibition of ion mobility at 40% SCN is shown 
by the limited stability of the window voltage. The stability of 50% SCN showing voltage window bigger 

because of increased ion mobility. 

Figure 2. Morphology solid electrolyte (a) SCN0%, (b) SCN40%, (c) SCN50%. 

The size of the particles looks the same, round with the same size. The width of the gap is varied, 
there are large porous and small porous. The difference in the number and pore size of the three different 

solid polymer electrolytes is due to the influence of SCN which SCN can open pores in the SPE so that the 
distribution of ions for charge and discharge is better. Composition without SCN with FESEM test can be 

seen in Figure 2. Based on Figure 2. (A), it can be seen that the results of the SPE deposition are 
homogeneous. The size of the particles looks the same, round with the same size, the average diameter of 
the pore size was 13.484 µm. Measurement using image. Figure 2.(B) SCN 40% by FESEM testing where 

the particle size is not the same,  the presence of agglomeration can be distinctly observed in the case of 
sample synthesized and not homogeneous deposition. There are small and large particles, the width of the 

gap is wider and elongated. Average diameter of the pore size was 11,027 µm. Fig.2.(C) SCN 50% by 
FESEM testing obtained homogeneous deposited particles with larger pore sizes. Average diameter of the 
pore size was 5,502 µm. Material electrolyte composition and morphology SPE can bring about a huge jump 

in performance such as poor microstructure with small porosity have low stability performance [14]. Matrix 
pore size plays an important role in the conductivity enhancement and agglomeration can also affect the 
distribution of the lithium salt and matrix particles in the SPE[15]. 

Conclusion 

Solid electrolyte based LiTFSi with fluorinated polymers (PVDF/PVDF HFP) with SCN additive were 
successfully prepared. However, Solid electrolyte consist of PVDF HFP and LiTFSi with SCN additive 

produces a perforated sheet. The ionic conductivity of cell employed solid electrolyte without additive SCN 
and with additive SCN respectively increase from 4.74 x 10-4 to 5.47 x 10-4. FESEM testing obtained 
homogeneous deposited particles with larger pore sizes. The average diameter of the pore size was decreased 

from13.484 µm to 5.502 µm with the number of SCN additives. The stability of the resulting voltage window 
widened as the number of SCN additives. 
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